I was born and raised in São Paulo. From an early age, I liked to draw and was good at crafts. I started taking art more seriously during my time at the School of Architecture and Urbanism at the University of São Paulo, and at the age of 25 had the honour of participating as a Brazilian artist in the twenty-first São Paulo International Biennale. It was also around this time that I decided to leave Brazil in search of adventure and moved to Japan, my parents' country of origin. By day I worked in an architectural firm, by night and on weekends I devoted time to my art. I stayed in Tokyo for eleven years, London for a year, and have been living in New York for the past thirteen years.
Because my work is exhibited worldwide, I have often had the opportunity to travel between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, and between both the so-called Western and Asian divide. From these experiences I have learned the importance of interconnectedness in a world that is increasingly woven into one entity. Simply put: no matter where we are on Earth, what society we are a part of, what language we speak, or what ethnicity we identify with, we need other people.
I work alone for the most part, and to those who visit my studio my job appears to be a lonely one, but my work requires me to connect with associates across continents. One negative aspect of global culture is that it masks regional identities, but at the same time it opens up opportunities previously unthinkable. Such a rapidly changing society can be difficult to understand, but I find a level of comfort in living amidst this lack of certainty. I enjoy the challenge of depicting the complexity of the modern world with nothing but paint and a couple sheets of canvas. Courtesy of the artist.
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